
These works are not
educational theatre,
but give space for ideas 
and emotions to be felt 
and considered. Grace
respectively gives a
place for re�ection on
relationships between 
parent and child in all 
stages of life.

Current links:
THINGS STACK UP (promo) 
vimeo.com/145990358

60 SECONDS WITH HOPE
vimeo.com/172792268 
(Password: party)

      Grace Surman presents a series of works:

   MOTHER LOAD
       The deeper you go in, the more universal you become...



THINGS STACK UP (Solo performance 45mins)

The subject of education is often controversial.
In THINGS STACK UP, Grace takes this touchy subject as the basis for 
exploring ideas around creativity, capitalism and physicality; building 
up and knocking down the fourth wall and taking it out on a stack of 
utilitarian chairs.
Interested in our relationship with learning and education through-
out life, she asks challenging questions about how we educate, how 
we learn, how we parent and how we move.
Grace gives us her vision of how we might burst through the 
boundaries of accepted behaviour. She jumps wildly, screams loudly, 
whispers quietly and coaxes us through a manifesto about power, 
chaos, emotion, gender and sensuality.

 "...clever, humorous and �ercely insightful."  Wieke Eringa 



She knows it's really not the 
thing to do - standing on stage 
with her 9-year-old child. She 
invites you to question her as an 
artist, a women and a mother. 
We all grow up and with ever 
more awareness of ‘the gaze of 
the other’; but we need this
re�ection to be recognised and 
to be happy. The stage is an
ampli�cation of that gaze.

Grace attempts to decipher all 
the rules, whilst knowing that 
Hope will get rid of her mother’s 
codes to explore her own; that’s 
part of the game. 
Do you have an experience of a 
child’s observation being the 
truest thing in the conversation?

Grace and Hope make decisions 
together: Grace makes decisions 
and takes care of her daughter, 
whilst Hope makes decisions 
and takes care of her mother. 
Here we are in a space together 
– Grace is raising a woman in 
front of you. She’s trying her 
best. Do you recognize some-
thing in her? Catch her in action.

PERFORMANCE WITH HOPE
(Duet 30mins)
“Why have I put my daughter
on the stage?”

“I can’t explain how she does it, but Grace gives us a space in which
to connect with our feelings.” Audience member



FILM WITH HOPE (Single screen �lm 15mins)
In collaboration with �lmmaker Clare Dearnaley, this �lm
recontexualizies the live work PEFORMANCE WITH HOPE for camera. 
The lens is the audience, and we are invited into the performers 
confessional, atmospheric world.

60 SECONDS WITH HOPE (Short �lm 1min duration)
The framework of a party is set up for Surman’s daughter and her 
friends, they have agency and responsibility within this space. 
There are new territories to discover, domains to negotiate and a 
myriad of possibilities to judge success. The adults, including the 
�lmmaker, provide a safe environment for events to unfold - 
camerawork is observational, without interfering, it responds and 
reacts. Shot over a three hour period the material is condensed 
down to one minute, led by the pedestrian physical urges of the 
children and the choreographic edit.



WHO TELLS US HOW TO DANCE
Post-show talk and discussion (30mins) Overview and 
contextualisation of Grace’s work led by Beth Cassani, 
Senior Lecturer in Dance at Leeds Beckett University.

Workshop (1.5 hours) A playful session to give space for 
parents and children to dance together.

All of the works introduced herein can be presented 
in a variety of contexts and con�gurations. Grace is 
interested in working with programmers to
contextualize her work across a mix of platforms and 
happy to discuss other ideas for new and bespoke 
wrap-around activities.



About Grace:
Grace works around the terms performance, live art, theatre and 
choreography. With over 20 years experience of making solo and 
collaborative work exploring live presence, installation and video 
art. Her work has been presented nationally and internationally.

Grace’s Practice:
She is interested in how we live and experience the world through 
constraints and conditions around us. The drive of the work is to 
explore and excavate these conditions, drawing on theatrical
devices, process-based performance actions, feminist theories and 
contemporary culture.

www.gracesurman.com

Principal Contact/International Producer: Steve Slater
t: 07791314650  e: tactical.a.u@me.com
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